How Sweet It Is!
Did you know that people eat fourteen billion Jelly Belly candies
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every year and a half million fans visit the factory?! If you have a sweet

26

tooth, you may want to visit and see what it’s all about, or you can let their

43

website take you on a tour.
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When you walk into the Jelly Belly Factory, you’re going to smell
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sweet flavors like chocolate, cotton candy, blueberry or bubble gum. It all
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depends on what the factory will make that day. You can walk around the
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factory, see sugar showers and belly flops! You can see robots that sort,
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polish and pack the tasty treats and help yourself to free samples. Check
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out the menu at the Jelly Belly Café and order Jelly Belly shaped pizzas
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and hamburgers! Yummy!
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The Jelly Belly Candy Company can make about 100,000 pounds
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of Jelly Beans every day. That means that they make 347 jelly beans a
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second and finish over a million each day! That’s a lot of sugar, but that’s

169

just the beginning! They also make over a hundred other candies like candy
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corn, and gummi candies. You’re not going to believe some of the Gummi
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candy names: Gummi Bears, Wiggle Worms, Neon Inchworms, Cola

204

Bottles and lots more! They even make Galactic Jawbreakers!
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If you like to read Harry Potter stories, you’re going to like the
Bertie Bott Jelly Belly flavors: Black Pepper, Earthworm, Rotten Egg, Dirt,
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Soap and some that are even worse! Yuck!
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Even though there are fifty official flavors, the most popular

255

flavors in the United States are still Buttered Popcorn, Very Cherry,

266

Licorice, Juicy Pear and Watermelon. What’s your favorite flavor? Check 276
out the Jelly Belly menu and make your choice!
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